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Aviation Security Cooperation
Advancing Global Vigilance, Global Reach, and Global
Power in a Dynamic World
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Airpower is more than dropping bombs, strafing targets, firing missiles,
providing precision navigation and timing, or protecting networks. It is also
a way of influencing world situations in ways which support national
objectives. . . . Through careful building of partnerships, Air Force forces can
favorably shape the strategic environment by assessing, advising, training,
and assisting host nation air forces in their efforts to counter internal or
external threats.
—Volume I, Basic Doctrine
Given the stark fiscal constraints on the federal budget today, the US
military faces hard decisions about which conventional capabilities to
develop and deploy to address the wide range of challenges and global
demands facing the nation.1 The military services, including the US
Air Force, have long argued that “traditional” capabilities for deterring
and/or defeating nation-states would adequately handle “nontraditional” or “irregular” threats from nonstate actors such as terrorists or
insurgents.2 In recent years, the exclusive focus of the Air Force’s strategic planning and programming for confronting future traditional
challenges related to operating in highly contested environments has
put other Air Force capabilities important to the nation at grave risk.3
For example, as the war in Afghanistan draws down, the service is conDisclaimer: The views and opinions expressed or implied in the Journal are those of the authors and should not be construed as carrying the official sanction of the Department of Defense, Air Force, Air Education and Training Command, Air University, or other agencies
or departments of the US government. This article may be reproduced in whole or in part without permission. If it is reproduced, the Air
and Space Power Journal requests a courtesy line.
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sidering divesting or drastically reducing its ability to organize, train,
and equip (OT&E) general purpose force (GPF) air advisors.4
Such a divestiture would negatively affect America’s security cooperation (SC) efforts at a time when it is relying far more on partner
nations to address both traditional and nontraditional challenges to enduring US strategic interests. Furthermore, a divestiture would revert
to the historic Air Force pattern of assuming that GPF air advisors and
other SC-relevant personnel are no longer needed when major “irregular”
conflicts are finished and that these skills can simply be resurrected,
like a phoenix out of the ashes, on demand. Our recent experiences in
Iraq and Afghanistan clearly demonstrate the disastrous consequences
of that assumption.
Instead, this article argues that it is in the Air Force’s interests to
OT&E an effective standing operational SC capability in the GPF. Doing so would help the service realize its vision of global vigilance,
global reach, and global power; help deal with the challenges of highly
contested environments; and provide a low-cost way to support US
strategic interests and the nation’s emphasis on shaping the strategic
environment to prevent or deter conflict. It then details the requirements for attaining such a standing operational SC capability—basically,
only an investment of dozens of billets and tens of millions of dollars
annually in the short term.

Defining and Scoping Security Cooperation:
What Exactly Are We Talking About?
Like many areas involving the US government or military, a myriad
of confusing, overlapping terminology is associated with US assistance
to other nations. In general, the different terms reflect a combination
of who offers the assistance, its purpose or desired outcome, and/or
the authority or law under which it is provided.5 The best overarching
term to describe the work that the Air Force is often tasked to support
or help execute when it assists other nations is security cooperation.
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The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms
defines SC as “all Department of Defense interactions with foreign defense establishments to build defense relationships that promote specific US security interests, develop allied and friendly military capabilities for self-defense and multinational operations, and provide US
forces with peacetime and contingency access to a host nation.”6 SC includes all security assistance, foreign internal defense, international
armaments cooperation, and security force assistance (SFA) conducted
by the DOD.7

Why Should the Air Force Organize, Train,
and Equip to Support US Security Cooperation Efforts?
Security Cooperation Is a Key Enabler of Global Vigilance, Global
Reach, and Global Power
When the Air Force articulates the value it brings to the nation, it contends that by effectively conducting its five core missions, it provides
global vigilance, global reach, and global power.8 In turn, these capabilities serve America’s long-term security interests by giving its leaders unmatched options to confront an unpredictable future by helping
to deter conflict, control escalation, and, when tasked, destroy an adversary’s military capacity.9
The recently released Air Force strategy acknowledges that “the Air
Force must increasingly look internationally to effectively deliver
Global Vigilance—Global Reach—Global Power. Partnerships enhance deterrence, build regional stability, offset costs, increase capability and
capacity, and ensure access.”10 Indeed, the Air Force cannot achieve
global vigilance, global reach, and global power without forward presence outside US territory. The service’s space-based command and
control and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance assets, as
well as tanker-assisted air assets based on American territory, can conduct its core missions only on a limited global scale that cannot effec-
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tively support US strategic interests.11 In addition, America’s existing
close strategic and regional partners cannot provide enough bases free
from the threat of an adversary’s long-range precision-strike munitions
to enable effective air operations in areas of the world where US forces
will likely have to operate.12 The United States establishes and sustains
access and thus forward presence in many countries around the globe
through SC.13
SC also builds partner capacity and improves interoperability between
US and partner nation air forces in key areas and countries critical to
achieve global vigilance, global reach, and global power. For example,
the Air-Sea Battle concept argues that SC engagement “ensures conceptual alignment with our partners and allies, builds necessary partner
capacity and strengthens our relationships which facilitate and assure
access to multiple domains in the event conflict occurs.”14 In addition,
SC can improve interoperability between regional partner nations and
the United States in areas such as integrated air and missile defense
and maritime domain awareness critical to operating in highly contested environments. More capable partner nations in these environments may also reduce the necessary US forward footprint vulnerable
to threats in those environments. Attaining the necessary interoperability and trust to encourage willing and capable partner nations in
this way takes years of engagement involving long-term planning and
a concerted effort to shape the environment prior to a crisis. As Gen
James Amos, US Marine Corps commandant, is fond of saying, “You
can’t surge trust.”15 Furthermore, improved airspace and basing access
to more nations in-theater would also greatly complicate an enemy’s
calculus and improve the chances of deterring aggressive action. Finally, SC that assists priority nations in establishing their own stability
and/or contributing to regional security enables the US military to focus
more on the direct challenges to global vigilance, global reach, and
global power.
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The Air Force Enjoys a Huge “Bang for the Buck” for Its Modest
Investment in Security Cooperation
The Air Force’s combined efforts to OT&E the GPF to support US SC,
summarized later in this article, cost the service only about $35 million a
year in discretionary operation and maintenance (O&M) funding and 400–
500 billets.16 This tiny expenditure leverages billions of dollars of US
government and partner nation spending, making SC one of the Air
Force’s most potent investments. For example, the service influences
over $135 billion of its partner nations’ spending for capability development through 2,600 foreign military sales cases with 95 nations.17
Moreover, since fiscal year (FY) 2008, the Air Force has negotiated and
signed 162 international agreements with 37 nations, leveraging $13.2
billion in total foreign contributions.18
Harder to quantify, but also effective, are the SC activities the Air
Force executes but are funded by other US government organizations.
One example is the roughly $100-million-a-year International Military
Education and Training program underwritten by the State Department, which augments the ability of partner nations’ military forces to
support combined operations and interoperability with US and regional coalition forces. Moreover, Section 1206 of the National Defense
Authorization Act gives the secretary of defense the authority to train
and equip foreign military forces for counterterrorism and stability operations, as well as foreign security forces for counterterrorism operations. Total funding thus far for Section 1206 since its inception in FY
2006 exceeds $2.2 billion.19
Combatant Commanders Need GPF Airmen Capable of Effectively
Executing Security Cooperation Activities
Gen Mark Welsh, chief of staff of the Air Force, recently noted that
partnership-building capability engagements by combatant commanders
are not going away.20 In reality, those commanders will continue to
task the Air Force to provide personnel to support aviation-related SC
for the foreseeable future. Not including overseas contingency-operation-
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funded events in Afghanistan and Iraq, in FY 2016 and beyond, the
service is expected to support at least 1,180 SC events needing more
than 157,000 contact days in over 80 nations across the world per
year.21 That is the equivalent of 631 man-years of contact days with
partner nations potentially involving over 3,000 Airmen per year.22
This high demand for events in permissive or uncertain environments is a major reason for using GPF Airmen in addition to combat
aviation advisors from special operations forces (SOF). The limited
supply of SOF assets should be employed against the growing demand
of operations in hostile environments executing complex mission sets.
GPF air advisors are neither a replacement for nor meant to duplicate
SOF combat aviation advisors. Combatant commander and Air Force
forces (AFFOR) planners need to understand how to employ and,
when necessary, integrate both SOF and GPF assets efficiently to most
effectively produce desired effects.
The Air Force Has Been Directed to Effectively Support America’s
Security Cooperation Efforts
Strategic guidance from the president, secretary of defense, and the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff offers consistent, detailed language describing the importance of SC in building partner capacity
and shaping the global environment to support and realize enduring
US strategic interests against both traditional and nontraditional challenges.23 Taken together at the unclassified level, these sources of guidance boil down to the following related points:
1. SC enhances homeland security, enabling partner nations to counter
threats to US interests and reducing the likelihood that these
threats will reach America’s shores. Indeed, the United States cannot counter these threats alone and needs the assistance of other
nations.24
2. SC reduces the odds of the United States sending forces abroad to address future crises by enabling partner nations to act when military
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force is necessary in a crisis.25 Consequently, the US military can
turn its attention to the more serious threats to its interests.
3. S C improves the odds of US access to, interoperability with, and/or
cooperation with partner nations in future crises.26 SC often marks
the start of an enduring defense relationship between the United
States and the partner nation. For example, given that the life cycles
of aviation-related platforms and infrastructure often exceed 30
years, these relationships help build the long-term trust that
translates to enhanced access and interoperability.
4. 
SC enhances regional security and stability relevant to US interests by
improving a partner nation’s ability to gain or maintain internal security and/or contribute directly to regional stability.27
5. SC helps the United States shape the global environment and increase
its influence by promoting partner support for US interests and
shared universal values.28
Real-world examples of each of these SC benefits that involve or involved the Air Force exist at the “for official use only” and classified
levels. As a result, the president directed the US military to strengthen
its capacity to partner with other nations, train and assist their forces,
and ensure that US defense strategy and policy are closely synchronized with American security-sector assistance efforts.29 Moreover, the
secretary of defense has ordered the services to (1) develop, maintain,
institutionalize, and provide forces to conduct SC in support of combatant
commanders’ requirements;30 (2) acquire both standard and nonstandard equipment necessary to conduct SFA-related activities;31 (3) establish personnel, training, education, and reporting requirements to conduct SFA-related activities;32 and (4) maintain scalable organizations to
train and advise foreign security.33 In turn, the Air Force’s senior leadership has provided direction to the service consistent with the strategic
guidance summarized above in various, mostly nonpublic, documents.34 General Welsh recently stated that “our international
partnerships are a significant tool in an era of declining budgets. We
will continue to build partnerships in order to modernize and enhance
September–October 2014
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our security alliances and increase the capability and capacities of our
friends.”35

How Should the Air Force’s
General Purpose Forces Organize, Train, and Equip
to Effectively Support US Security Cooperation
Efforts Overseas?
Organize
The service’s GPF is organized to support US SC efforts by using a
combination of (1) full-time designated standing advisory units, (2) expeditionary forces of small teams or individuals either deployed or on
short-duration temporary duty, and (3) manpower billets dedicated to
full-time, SC-related positions.36 There are only three full-time GPFdesignated units that have an SC-related mission in their unit’s document statement and that report operational readiness in the Defense
Readiness Reporting System: the 571st Mobility Support Advisory
Squadron (MSAS), dedicated to US Southern Command’s area of responsibility (AOR); the 818 MSAS, dedicated to US Africa Command’s
AOR; and the 435th Contingency Response Group (CRG) Air Advisor
Branch, dedicated to US European Command’s AOR.37
Additional units and programs could be tasked to conduct SC as a
primary or secondary mission and report readiness instead of executing SC missions as expeditionary forces. US Pacific Air Forces’ 36 CRG
contains a flight dedicated to SC missions supporting the US Pacific
Command’s AOR. US Air Forces Central Command’s Air Warfare Center helps build partner capacity in support of the Air Force’s Theater
Security Cooperation Plan.38 The Inter-American Air Forces Academy
trains officers and enlisted service members predominantly from Central and South American countries.39 Additionally, the following programs and units execute SC as expeditionary forces:
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• The International Health Specialists Program plans, leads, and executes health-related regional SC activities around the world and
helps coordinate US military support to interagency disaster response, humanitarian assistance, and health-care infrastructure.
•  The National Guard Bureau’s State Partnership Program has developed partnerships between nearly every state’s Guard Bureau
(including Air National Guard units) and one or more nations
throughout the world.40
• The 438th Air Expeditionary Wing is aligned under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization to conduct aviation foreign internal defense with Air Force and nonstandard fixed-wing aircraft to develop
a “fully independent and operationally capable Afghan ‘air force’
that meets the security requirements of Afghanistan today . . . and
tomorrow.”41
Expeditionary forces may flow from these units or ad hoc from the
Air Force at large via multiple task or volunteer methodologies. Primarily, combatant commands submit a request for forces through the
global force management (GFM) system because they are executed under
Title 10 authorities. Often, however, these events are executed via temporary duty orders rather than deployment orders because they are
usually short notice and there is not enough time to properly execute a
request for forces. Further, the Air Force Security Assistance Training
office finds volunteers to fill security assistance needs in conjunction
with a foreign military sale or other Title 22 funding authorities of the
State Department.
The Air Force also maintains staff positions to plan and execute SC
activities. Each AFFOR staff includes SC planners. One hundred fiftynine SC officers serve on country teams as members of the Office of
Defense Cooperation and similar organizations as SC liaisons with
other nations. The Office of the Deputy Undersecretary of the Air
Force for International Affairs (SAF/IA) maintains a workforce of
roughly 100 Airmen to support US arms sales and manage the community of SC practitioners comprised of personnel exchange officers, reSeptember–October 2014
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gional affairs strategists, and political military affairs strategists. SAF/IA
also has a staff that develops SC strategy for the Air Force and authors policy guidance to implement SC governing directives of the
State Department and Congress.
Despite these efforts, recent internal Air Force analyses by subjectmatter experts from across SC-related units and organizations highlight
that the service cannot generate enough GPF standing units or expeditionary teams to meet the combatant commands’ and SAF/IA’s demand for SC personnel. Recognizing that the Air Force is a supplybased service, they recommend that the Air Force spend
approximately $2.6 million more in Air Force O&M funding annually
and commit 80 additional billets.42 Doing so will
• develop a nonstandard fixed-wing assessment and advisory capability within the 571 and 818 MSAS;
• assign common SFA mission-essential tasks to designated units in
order to track their readiness for executing this mission (ideal candidates include the Inter-American Air Forces Academy; US Air
Forces Central Command’s Air Warfare Center; the 36 CRG at
Guam; the 36th Airlift Squadron at Yokota Air Base, Japan; the
612th Air Base Squadron in Honduras; and the soon-to-stand-up
81st Fighter Squadron tasked to conduct A-29 training with Afghan
pilots and maintainers); and
• expand the current 10-person building-partner cell within the 36
CRG at Guam to a fully manned advisory squadron with 77 billets.
Although these recommendations should meet most of the known
FY 2016 SC requirements of the Air Force, the same experts widely expect these requirements to increase substantially in the longer term.
To meet this long-term demand, they believe that, in addition to the
short-term adjustments above, the Air Force will also need to stand up
two additional GPF advisor squadrons—one each for the Pacific and
African AORs. Effectively meeting both the short-term FY 2016 requirements and the anticipated longer-term demand would require apSeptember–October 2014
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proximately $9 million in additional Air Force O&M funding per year
and 229 more billets.43
Recent internal Air Force analyses also indicate a need to address
how the service presents forces to the combatant commander and
executes missions enacted by the State Department. Currently, Joint
Staff business rules preclude use of the GFM system to task foreign
military sales/foreign military financing missions executed under the
State Department’s Title 22 authority. SAF/IA established the Air
Force Security Assistance Training office to find volunteers to fill missions that might last several days to years. This methodology creates
difficulties when one tries to define command relationships and transfer operational control while managing deployment dwell times, readiness levels of air and space expeditionary forces, multiple resourceprioritization processes, and management of manning levels for career
fields. GFM system shortfalls can often place undue scheduling turbulence and chain-of-command confusion on deploying Airmen and expose home-station commanders to inordinate responsibility risks. We
recommend that senior leaders engage with the Joint Staff to establish
a streamlined GFM process that will encompass all funding authorities
and remain reactive enough to meet the short timelines often associated with SC.
Train
The effective execution of SC events requires various levels of advising
and expeditionary skills, as well as relevant expertise in the language,
region, and culture. The level of training depends on the complexity
and duration of the SC activity or operation.44 SC events of longer duration (greater than 30 days) in unknown or hostile environments and/
or involving rigorous activities tend to require more training.45
The Air Force funds various programs to help train GPF Airmen to
support SC.46 The Air Advisor Academy prepares air-minded professionals to assess, train, educate, advise, assist, and equip partner nations
in the development and application of their aviation resources in the
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native environment where they are expected to operate.47 The Air
Force Expeditionary Center readies Airmen to operate “outside the
wire” when they are overseas and offers courses in language, region,
and culture. Air University’s Air Force Culture and Language Center,
responsible for training and education in culture and language across
the entire service, features the Language Enabled Airman Program,
which trains selected Airmen to perform their regular duties in another language and culture. The International Affairs Specialist Program develops select officers into regional affairs strategists and political military affairs strategists.48 The Air Force’s Military Personnel
Exchange Program allows Airmen fluent in foreign languages to swap
jobs with a member of an allied nation’s air force to improve interoperability and understanding. The Overseas Developmental Education
program permits officers and senior noncommissioned officers to attend professional military education schools and universities in partner
and allied nations.
Oftentimes, however, despite these programs, Airmen assigned to
SC-related tasks (1) lack adequate and relevant language proficiency,
regional expertise, and cultural training; (2) do not provide effective
expertise on advising foreign militaries; (3) fail to conduct effective information operations; (4) lack planning experience regarding strategic
(as opposed to operational) effects; (5) lack the skills to interact effectively with other government and nongovernment organizations; and/
or (6) are not informing key decision makers and planners about available irregular warfare capabilities.49
Of the anticipated Air Force SC events for FY 2016 and through the
Future Years Defense Program, 19 percent require minimal to no training; 75 percent, some basic advisor training; and 6 percent, advanced
advisor training.50 Therefore, the subject-matter experts from the same
Air Force–integrated process teams mentioned earlier recommended
that the service do four things. The first is to baseline-fund one GPF
air advisor school, such as the Air Advisor Academy or its equivalent
after Operation Enduring Freedom concludes.
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The second is to develop two skill-based training tracks (“basic” and
“advanced”), regardless of assignment to expeditionary or designated
unit/team. Both tracks need a tailorable syllabus that meets the DOD’s
SFA training guidelines and provides flexible options responsible to
mission requirements, threat, region, culture, and language. The recommended basic training track would call for one week of training in
residence or in garrison via a mobile training team with the goal of ensuring that air advisors can conduct SC/SFA missions with limited
scope and complexity in a permissive environment. The recommended advanced training track would require about five weeks of academics and training in residence with the goal of ensuring that air advisors can conduct missions involving complex tasks in permissive,
uncertain, and, in rare instances, hostile environments.
The third is to baseline-fund Section 1203 training for those air advisor units that report readiness.51 This new authority for GPF allows air
advisors to accomplish required readiness training with an advisor
team conducting an “advising mission” with military/other security
forces of a friendly foreign country. Doing so can provide excellent
training opportunities as well as potentially reduce training costs and
gain efficiencies in travel by combining readiness training for air advisors with actual missions.
Additionally, the service should incorporate SC planner training into
educational venues for AFFOR staff officers. Airmen need additional
training in legal authorities, Air Force advising capabilities, and funding mechanisms to plan and execute SC activities more effectively inside their theater of operations. Furthermore, AFFOR planners should
have training in GPF/SOF integration, developing campaign support
plans, developing aviation enterprise, and assessing them all during
and after execution.
Baseline-funding one GPF air advisor school would cost approximately $3–5 million annually in additional Air Force O&M funding
and require 12 billets.52 Baseline-funding Section 1203 training for air
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advisor units would cost another $5–6 million annually in Air Force
O&M funding.
Equip
In terms of aircraft, the Air Force’s GPF does not currently devote any
platforms specifically to the SC mission outside Afghanistan.53 In 2009
the service began exploring options to quickly acquire a light attack /
armed reconnaissance aircraft and a light mobility aircraft that could
operate inexpensively in remote, permissive environments and help
train and augment emerging air forces. Although the service confirmed the requirement for these aircraft, it decided in 2012 that it
could not afford them, given the increasing fiscal constraints.54
This lack of relevant aircraft creates a problem. The aviation needs
and resources of emerging air forces are often different from those of
fully developed air forces. Their members may need to learn only basic
airmanship and gain experience with maintenance and operations.
Many of these air forces need transferable, affordable, modular, and
sustainable aircraft that more closely resemble what the United States
uses for customs, border protection, and law enforcement as opposed
to advanced combat. The fact that the Air Force does not fly these light
aircraft limits its ability to work effectively with a wider range of partner
nations.55 Thus, potential partners must approach other suppliers, and
the United States thereby misses significant shaping opportunities that
could lead to important future access and other strategic benefits previously discussed.56 Moreover, compelling reasons exist for the Air
Force itself to fly these aircraft as part of direct operations in certain
regions of the world that cannot be covered by the fleet’s existing aircraft.57
We agree with the direction of the United States Air Force Irregular
Warfare Strategy 2013 for the service to establish a creative, effective,
and affordable way to enhance its ability to develop partner nation air
forces that use light aircraft. The document suggests several options if
the Air Force still believes it cannot afford to procure light mobility airSeptember–October 2014
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craft and light attack / armed reconnaissance platforms: (1) use the existing foreign military sales and SC infrastructure as a conduit for force
structure employed by the Air Force Auxiliary, Air Reserve Component,
civilian agencies, and law enforcement already performing comparable internal security missions with more applicable and affordable
equipment; (2) purchase a handful of very basic, inexpensive “off-theshelf” light aircraft to be attached to existing advisory units; (3) establish novel partnerships with contract service providers or civilian
agencies to allow Airmen to gain and maintain proficiency in light aircraft in an internal security role; and/or (4) use current and future US
trainer aircraft for this purpose where appropriate.58

Summary
I did not disagree with [the services] on the need to prepare for large-scale,
state-to-state conflict, but I was not talking about moving significant resources away from future conventional capabilities. I just wanted the
defense budget and the services formally to acknowledge the need to
provide for nontraditional capabilities and ensure that the resources necessary for the conflicts we were most likely to fight were also included in our
budgeting, planning, training, and procurement.
—Robert Gates, Former Secretary of Defense
Toward this end, the Air Force, at a minimum, should establish an
effective standing operational SC capability in the GPF. The service
must shift its mind-set from providing “just-in-time” or inadequately
trained Airmen to support SC on a largely ad hoc basis to using an institutionalized process and funding to organize and train Airmen to
support SC effectively. When one combines our recommendations to
improve how the Air Force both organizes and trains to support SC,
such a shift would require an extra Air Force O&M investment of only
$13 million annually and 92 billets in the short term—a minor investment that would pay huge dividends. Doing so would not only meet
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the needs of the combatant commander at a time when the nation is
depending more than ever on allies and partner nations for its
national security but also bolster the Air Force’s ability to realize its
vision of global vigilance, global reach, and global power.

Notes
1. The Department of Defense’s force-planning construct instructs the US military to be
“capable of simultaneously defending the homeland; conducting sustained, distributed
counterterrorist operations; and in multiple regions, deterring aggression and assuring allies
through forward presence and engagement. If deterrence fails at any given time, U.S. forces
will be capable of defeating a regional adversary in a large-scale multi-phased campaign,
and deny the objectives of—or imposing unacceptable costs on—a second aggressor in another region.” It must produce these results in conflicts “rang[ing] from hybrid contingencies against proxy groups using asymmetric approaches, to a high-end conflict against a
state power armed with WMD [weapons of mass destruction] or technologically advanced
anti-access and area-denial (A2/AD) capabilities.” Department of Defense, Quadrennial Defense Review 2014 (Washington, DC: Department of Defense, 2014), vii, http://www.defense
.gov/pubs/2014_Quadrennial_Defense_Review.pdf.
2. For a discussion of irregular warfare in the context of the Air Force and operations
within the air, space, and cyberspace domains, see Department of the Air Force, United
States Air Force Irregular Warfare Strategy 2013: To Organize, Train, and Equip to Achieve Strategic
Guidance (Washington, DC: Headquarters US Air Force, 2013), http://fas.org/irp/doddir
/usaf/iw-strategy.pdf; and Curtis E. LeMay Center for Doctrine Development and Education, “Annex 3-2, Irregular Warfare,” 15 March 2013, https://doctrine.af.mil/download
.jsp?filename=3-2-Annex-IRREGULAR-WARFARE.pdf. In addition, joint doctrine succinctly
notes that “in identifying COGs [centers of gravity] it is important to remember that irregular warfare focuses on legitimacy and influence over a population, unlike traditional warfare, which employs direct military confrontation to defeat an adversary’s armed forces, destroy an adversary’s war-making capacity, or seize or retain territory to force a change in an
adversary’s government or policies.” Joint Publication (JP) 5-0, Joint Operation Planning, 11
August 2011, III-22, http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp5_0.pdf. Robert Gates, former secretary of defense, spent an entire chapter of his recent memoir on how he “waged
war on the Pentagon” to strike the right balance in defense planning and programming
between developing “nontraditional” capabilities against nonstate actors (especially in Iraq
and Afghanistan) and “traditional” capabilities to prepare for possible future wars against
other nation-states. Although he agreed that traditional capabilities should receive the most
attention, Gates believed that at least some dedicated funding should go to nontraditional
capabilities to effectively conduct stability, counterterrorism, counterinsurgency, and special operations as well as help build partner nation capacity. The services, however, resisted
Gates at every turn, arguing that all planning and programming should focus exclusively on
traditional capabilities, which would also adequately address nonstate challenges. Robert M.
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Gates, Duty: Memoirs of a Secretary at War (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2014), 142–46. Within
the Air Force, several factors have likely led to that position. First, fiscal constraints have
driven the service to minimize the number of different platforms it operates, favoring fewer
types that can perform multiple missions adequately rather than more types of specialized
aircraft that can conduct their mission perfectly. For example, the Air Force officially told
Congress that “as the Air Force becomes smaller, we must retain multi-role aircraft that provide greater flexibility and more options for the joint force commander.” Department of the
Air Force, USAF Posture Statement 2014 (Washington, DC: Department of the Air Force, 14
March 2014), 10, http://www.defenseinnovationmarketplace.mil/resources/2014_POSTURE
_STATEMENT_INTERACTIVEversion.pdf. Second, A2/AD strategies and capabilities of future
state adversaries are widely expected to seriously challenge how the Air Force (and the
Navy) conducts operations today. For excellent open-source discussions of the A2/AD issue,
see Andrew F. Krepinevich, 7 Deadly Scenarios: A Military Futurist Explores War in the 21st
Century (New York: Bantam Dell, 2009), 167–209; Mark Gunzinger with Christopher Dougherty,
Outside-In: Operating from Range to Defeat Iran’s Anti-Access and Area-Denial Threats (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2011); and Andrew F. Krepinevich,
Why Air Sea Battle? (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments,
2010). Third, Air Force culture and tradition tend to concentrate on advanced technology,
offensive operations, and the future—despite the fact that addressing most nontraditional
challenges does not require those three approaches. For example, see D. Robert Worley,
Shaping U.S. Military Forces: Revolution or Relevance in a Post–Cold War World (Westport, CT:
Praeger Security International, 2006), 95–125; and Daniel L. Magruder Jr., “The US Air Force
and Irregular Warfare: Success as a Hurdle,” Small Wars Journal, 2009, 1–11, http://small
warsjournal.com/blog/journal/docs-temp/272-magruder.pdf. Gen Mark Welsh, chief of staff
of the Air Force, also recently noted that the service “prides itself on being fueled by innovations, was born of technology and must stay ahead of the technological curve to be successful.” Aaron Mehta, “US Air Force Faces Shortage of Engineers,” DefenseNews, 26 March 2014,
http://www.defensenews.com/article/20140326/DEFREG02/303260029/USAF-Faces-Shortage
-Engineers. Finally, American forces have withdrawn from Iraq and are in the process of
leaving Afghanistan. US strategic guidance clearly directs that America will no longer plan
to engage in those types of long-term, large-scale counterinsurgency operations. See Department of Defense, Quadrennial Defense Review 2014, 19.
3. One example from an open source: “As they have been for the past few years, USAF’s
top priorities remain the F-35 fighter, the KC-46 tanker, and the Long-Range Strike Bomber.
Other programs, readiness, force structure, and compensation will all be considered legitimate trade-offs to preserve these three keystone projects.” John A. Tirpak, “Low Budgets,
High Technology,” Air Force Magazine 97, no. 4 (April 2014): 29.
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